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“Wei An.”
At this moment, a god general finally couldn’t help it and yelled at Wei An: “You
renegade villain, you took the initiative to come to the palace to lead the alliance before,
it took only a long time, It changed his face. It really is ‘not my race, its heart must be
different’.” The
voice fell, and the other gods and soldiers also shouted and drank.
“That’s right, none of these monster clans can be trusted.”
“Breaking things out, Mad, you’re really a white-eyed wolf.”
In the hearts of these gods and soldiers, since Wei An was in an alliance with Gong Ao,
he shouldn’t go back on his word, neither of them You know, Wei An did this just to act
with Gong Ao.
Hearing these scoldings, Wei An’s face became complicated and his heart was a little
flustered.
Damn, Gong Ao’s subordinates have exposed their alliance with Gong Ao, how will they
act next?
broken!
At the same time, Gong Ao was also secretly anxious.
At that time, I was only concerned about conspiring with Wei An, and forgot that there
were these gods and soldiers around.
This…
And Yue Feng, who was at the entrance of the cave, also muttered in his heart when he
saw the situation in front of him.
Wei An was in alliance with Gong Ao before?
With that said, it was Wei An who told him that Gong Ao could find it here. After all, this
cave is very hidden, and only the high-level officials of the demon clan know about it.
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If Wei An revealed the news to Gong Ao, then, in the current situation, it is very likely
that they were acting.
Yue Feng has been involved in the rivers and lakes for so long, and he has never seen
any scenes. The scene in front of him can be seen through at a glance.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng couldn’t help reminding Liya: “Miss Liya, be careful of this
Wei An.”
Be careful of Wei An?
Hearing the reminder, Liya Xiumei frowned and couldn’t help but say, “Why?”
Although Liya is smart, she is not deep in the world and cannot be as thoughtful as Yue
Feng.
Seeing her confused face, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and laughing, and
whispered: “Since they are allied, it is possible that they are acting at this time.
Moreover, I doubt that Gong Ao can find this place because Wei An told him the
location of the cave.
”!
Hearing this, Liya’s pretty face changed, and she couldn’t help it at the time. She
shouted at Wei Anjiao, “Wei An, you dare to lie to me.”
Facing Liya’s questioning, Wei An became even more panicked and shouted. : “Lia, I
like you so much, how can I lie to you? Don’t think about it.”
Liya was so angry: “You didn’t lie to me? Then why did you alliance with Gong Ao, and
there are no outsiders in this place at all. You know, how did Gong Ao find this place?
Did you leak the news on purpose?”
Wei An’s eyes flickered, his mind turned quickly, and he responded, “Liya, I wanted to
make an alliance with Gong Ao before, because I think we are the demon clan. Avoiding
without fighting is showing weakness to the demons, and it is a cowardly act, so I only
asked Gong Ao to fight the demons with his alliance before, but I have never revealed
the whereabouts of you and Yue Feng.”
“Really , what I said is true.”
Hearing this, Leia became suspicious and fell silent.
this girl.

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was speechless, Liya was still too young to believe Wei
An so easily.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng was about to remind Liya, but he was interrupted before
he spoke.
“Wei An.”
At this moment, Gong Ao looked complicated, and shouted at Wei An: “Interesting,
really interesting, just for a woman, you want to break the contract with me?”
Gong Ao is very smart and knows how to seize the opportunity. Since the alliance can’t
be hidden, let’s continue to play it, and there may be unexpected results.
While saying this, Gong Ao kept winking at Wei An.
Wei An is not stupid, he immediately made a decisive expression when he got the hint
from Gong Ao, and shouted, “Yes, I did want to make an alliance with you before, but if
you capture my beloved woman, this alliance will be dissolved. “
Okay, very good.”
Gong Ao’s face was grim, and he sneered again and again: “I really underestimated you
before, but with your thousands of troops, you want to challenge me?”
Om!
Wei An didn’t talk nonsense, and his power exploded in an instant, shouting: “Try if you
don’t believe it.” After saying that, he signaled to the surrounding Xuanwu warriors to
prepare to start.
Buzz buzzing…
In an instant, under Wei An’s order, thousands of warriors erupted in unison, and the
entire cave was distorted.
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“Huh!”
Seeing this situation, Gong Ao took a deep breath and said quickly, “Young Master Wei
An, don’t be impulsive.”
“What?”

Wei An showed a sneer, looked at Gong Ao and said, “Commander Gong agreed.
Released ?”
At the same time, Liya was also secretly relieved, and at the same time looked at Gong
Ao, showing a bit of contempt.
This Gong Ao is really a villain. He used to take advantage of the dangers of others and
dealt with him and Your Excellency Yue Feng, how invincible. Now that Wei An is really
moving, the disparity between the strengths of the two sides began to counsel.
The Nine Heavens God has such a subordinate, it is really a shame for the gods.
On the other hand, Yue Feng, who was beside him, frowned secretly.
Gong Ao and Wei An are so devoted in acting? Wait, it won’t really fight.
“Young Master Wei An.”
Just as Yue Feng was muttering to himself, he saw Gong Ao showing a smile and said
to Wei An, “It’s just a woman, if you want to take her away, I’ll let it go, now God’s
Domain You and I both know the situation, and we need to work together to deal with
the demons.”
Immediately, Gong Ao waved at the god beside him: “Go, let Miss Liya go.”
“Yes, commander.”
Hearing The command, the god general complied, then walked over and brought Leah
out.
At this moment, Liya was very happy, it was great, Gong Ao decided to give in, and he
and Yue Feng were saved.
“Lia.”
Wei An was also full of smiles, and rushed over to meet Liya: “You’re not hurt, don’t be
afraid, it’s all right.”
When saying this, Wei An secretly expressed his thanks to Gong Ao.
That’s right, Gong Ao’s sudden confession was also part of the plan, so that Wei An
could show the man’s side in front of Liya.
Facing Wei An’s enthusiasm, Liya didn’t get too excited, but quickly calmed down.
“Wei An.” In the

next second, Liya pointed at Yue Feng at the entrance of the cave, and said anxiously
at Wei An: “Quick, let him release Your Excellency Yue Feng.”
Liya worshipped Yue Feng again, It is love again, knowing that Yue Feng’s safety has
not been forgotten at this time.
Um.
Hearing this, Wei An nodded and reassured: “Don’t worry, I will not leave Your
Excellency Yue Feng.” When he said this, Wei An looked serious, but there was a hint
of gloom in his eyes.
This bastard Yue Feng, I wish he died sooner, how could I possibly save him.
Thinking to himself, Wei An pretended to shout at Gong Ao, “Commander Gong, since
you have decided to release him, let your Lordship Yue Feng be released as well.” As
he spoke, Wei An secretly winked at Gong Ao.
Gong Ao is very scheming, and naturally understands what Wei An means. He sneered
at that time, and his attitude was very firm: “Master Wei An, I have given you a lot of
face by letting go of Miss Liya. I hope you don’t take an inch.”
When he said this , Gong Ao glanced at Yue Feng coldly.
Haha…
This Yue Feng was probably thinking that I would let him go.
“What do you mean?” Wei An asked with a frown. His face was very unpleasant, but his
heart was filled with excitement. Haha, it’s really cool to make fun of Yue Feng.
Gong Ao had a firm face and said lightly to Wei An: “It’s not interesting, Young Master
Wei An, you should understand that Your Excellency Yue Feng is the Nine Heavens
Profound Sage. I want to take him back to see His Majesty, and it has nothing to do with
your demon clan.”
After speaking, Gong Ao was full of confidence and continued: “Master Wei An, I have
already given you face, I hope you will not embarrass me, and don’t think that I am
afraid of you, if you really want to fight, you will not It must be my opponent.” The
last sentence fell, Gong Ao looked around, and shouted at the nearly a thousand gods
and soldiers around him: “Everyone, the son of the Xuanwu King, wants Yue Feng to
take it away, you guys Do you agree?”
“No!”

At some point, the gods and soldiers shouted in unison, and the momentum was
overwhelming.
This…
Seeing this situation, Liya’s delicate body trembled faintly, and she became anxious,
and said to Wei An, “Wei An, you must rescue Your Excellency Yue Feng.”
Alas…
at this moment, Wei An sighed hypocritically, and said to Liya: “Liya, you also saw that
Gong Ao refuses to hand over Yue Feng, so I can’t help it.”
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“Although we have a lot of people, we really fight, and the outcome is unpredictable.”
After speaking, Wei An lowered his head and said, “I think we should leave first, and we
will think about it when your strength recovers. Let’s save Your Excellency Yue Feng.”
Hearing this, Li Ya bit her lip tightly, unable to express her anxiety.
But Wei An was right. Gong Ao, who was in front of him, had already expressed his
utmost tolerance. If it was really pressing and the two sides fought, Wei An might not be
able to win.
After all, the nearly 1,000 divine soldiers and generals led by Gong Ao were the elites in
the divine realm.
Thinking of this, Liya had no choice but to nod her head and said, “Okay then, listen to
you.”
Saying that, Liya raised her eyes to meet Wei An and said gratefully, “Thank you, Wei
An, if you hadn’t arrived in time , I really don’t know what to do? Also… I have a bad
attitude towards you before, don’t mind.”
At this time, Liya completely believed Wei An, but she didn’t know that all the things in
front of her were just Wei An. An and Gong Ao’s play.
Haha…
Seeing Liya apologizing to himself, Wei An was overjoyed, but on the surface he put on
a free and easy look: “Liya, look at what you said, we are childhood sweethearts, you
are in danger, I will not save you Who are you to save you? Well, let’s not talk about it,
let’s find a place to help you recover your strength.”

Well!
Liya had no objection, nodded, and at the same time did not forget to shout at Yue
Feng: “Your Excellency Yue Feng, Wei An and I are leaving now, don’t worry, I will
definitely find a way to save you.”
This silly girl.
Hearing this, Yue Feng wanted to cry without tears.
The situation in front of them is so obvious, Gong Ao and Wei An are singing together,
they are just acting, but this Liya can’t see through.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng was about to respond loudly, but he was too weak to
speak.
“Commander of the Palace.”
This is, Wei An shouted at Gong Ao: “I, Wei An, are not ignorant of current affairs. Since
Your Excellency said so, let’s say goodbye to it.
The last word fell, Wei An raised his hand and waved, ordering thousands of Xuanwu
warriors to escort Liya out of the canyon.
In the blink of an eye, everyone was gone.
call!
Gong Ao watched Wei An go away, his eyes flickering complicatedly, and at the same
time he was secretly relieved.
Mad, this scene is finally over.
With a sigh in his heart, Gong Ao turned his head, looked at Yue Feng with a half-smile,
and sneered and mocked: “Yue Feng, are you disappointed, that Miss Liya, who
protected you, followed others, and now I don’t care what I do with you. , no one will
care.”
When he said this, Gong Ao’s face was full of pride.
Hehe… In
the face of Gong Ao’s arrogance, Yue Feng smiled lightly: “Gong Ao, stop pretending,
the play you and Wei An acted just now can only deceive an ignorant little girl like Liya,
and can’t deceive me at all. “

If I guessed correctly, Wei An revealed the location of this cave to you.” Yue Feng
looked indifferent, with a bit of contempt in his eyes, and continued: “Also, he pretended
to do something with you just now, mainly It’s for Leah, right?”
“Seriously, in my eyes, this kind of ‘hero saving beauty’ sub-contract is really not worth
mentioning.”
Wow…
Hearing this, surrounded by Nearly 1,000 divine soldiers and generals around were
suddenly in an uproar.
Just now…. Gong Commander and that Wei An were acting?
If this is the case, the palace commander is just avenging his personal revenge.
At this time, when these divine soldiers and generals were muttering in their hearts, they
looked at Gong Ao’s eyes with complicated expressions. You must know that Gong Ao
is just a commander, and Yue Feng is not only the Nine Heavens Profound Sage, but
also Princess Dongling’s Jade Dragon Consort.
If it is as Yue Feng said, Gong Ao is the one who commits the following crimes and is
punished by heaven.
Swish.
Feeling the gazes of these divine soldiers and generals, Gong Ao’s face instantly turned
cold and extremely ugly.
In the next second, Gong Ao looked around and shouted angrily: “Don’t listen to Yue
Feng’s nonsense, it was him who colluded with the demon clan and betrayed our God’s
Domain. I caught him completely in line with the way of heaven.”
After speaking, Gong Ao waved his hand: ” Go, go and guard outside the canyon, I want
to interrogate the details of the conspiracy of Yue Feng and the White Tiger King, you
are optimistic about the outside of the canyon to prevent the monsters from coming
back.” The
voice was loud and unquestionable.
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….

Hearing this, nearly a thousand gods and soldiers looked at each other, and felt a little
hesitant in their hearts, but looking at Gong Ao’s icy expression, they didn’t dare to
neglect, and quickly walked out of the canyon.
In the blink of an eye, Yue Feng and Gong Ao were left at the entrance of the cave.
“Yue Feng!”
This is, Gong Ao put away the coldness on his face, showed a smile, and said proudly
to Yue Feng: “You are right, Wei An and I were acting just now, but even if you see
through the truth, How? Who would believe you?”
“I admit, you are very powerful and talented. Even the ancestors of the Great
Wilderness looked at you with admiration and personally named you the Nine Heavens
Profound Sage, but in the end, you didn’t belong to me. In your hand?” At the
end, Gong Ao’s expression was incomparably crazy under the excitement in his heart.
Alas..
Yue Feng sighed and smiled bitterly: “Gong Ao, I know you always hate me in your
heart, but the matter between me and Princess Dongling is completely a coincidence…”
Yue Feng’s mind was sharp, and suddenly he Guessing that Gong Ao had secretly
plotted against himself at the beginning, it was entirely because of Princess Dongling.
Speaking of which, Yue Fengyuan didn’t want to explain too much about this kind of
thing, but his blindness was in critical condition and he had to say it.
Just before he finished, he was interrupted by Gong Ao.
“Shut up…”
Hearing Yue Feng mentioning Princess Dongling, Gong Ao’s eyes were instantly red,
and he pointed at him and roared: “You still have the face to mention Princess Dongling,
do you know that I like Princess Dongling? For thousands of years, I finally waited until
the princess had a good impression of me, and was about to break through the
relationship, but at the most critical moment, it was all ruined by you…”
“You said that you were innocent, and the matter with the princess was a coincidence,
then let me ask you, why did you steal my golden armor when you were at the main
altar of the Tiandao Alliance? Also, when you sent the letter to the princess, why didn’t
you reveal your identity? Identity?”
“You lecherous, you clearly took the opportunity to steal the princess’ innocence, right?”
“Aren’t you reasonable? Say it.” In the

last sentence, Gong Ao almost howled, his whole person was completely Crazy,
completely out of sanity.
Huh….
Feeling Gong Ao’s excitement, Yue Feng knew that it was useless to explain it, he took
a deep breath and said slowly: “I have already said what I should say, whether you
believe it or not, I I don’t want to say more.”
“If you really feel aggrieved, take me back and let’s settle this matter in front of His
Majesty.”
After so many years of walking in the rivers and lakes, Yue Feng has long been calm,
he knows , He Gong Ao has nothing to say about the situation in front of him. Only by
seeing His Majesty Jiutian can he be safe and sound.
“Bring you to see Your Majesty?”
Gong Ao was stunned for a moment when he heard this, and then grinned: “Don’t come
with me like this, I really think I’m stupid, Your Majesty and the Empress are on your
side and see them. , do I still have the qualifications to speak?”
Gong Ao was not stupid, and immediately saw through Yue Feng’s original intention.
His mind was punctured, Yue Feng did not panic at all, and said lightly: “Then what do
you want?”
Om!
Gong Ao was too lazy to talk nonsense, he raised his arms and held the golden spear
tightly. At the same time, a violent energy of the primordial spirit erupted from his body.
The next second, Gong Ao looked at Yue Feng closely, his eyes were like poisonous
snakes dormant in the abyss, and he said word by word: “You ruined my life and
Dongling’s life, how can I make you feel better? I want to ruin yours. Primordial spirit,
and then concoct alchemy with your body, so that you can take over the hatred in your
heart.” As the
voice fell, Gong Ao walked step by step.
A terrifying aura filled the world.
Gudong.
Feeling the strong killing intent from Gong Ao, Yue Feng couldn’t help swallowing his
saliva, and his heart panicked instantly.

Oops, this Gong Ao is determined to kill himself.
How to do?
“Yue Feng, die.”
Finally, Gong Ao walked up to him, raised the golden spear in his hand, and was about
to stab Yue Feng.
At this time, Yue Feng was severely injured, and his acupoints were sealed, so he
couldn’t move, and he couldn’t dodge at all.
Done.
At this moment, seeing the golden spear getting closer and closer, Yue Feng’s face was
miserable, and his heart was even more desperate.
Before in Fengmo Mountain, he was lucky enough to escape, but at this time, he still did
not escape Gong Ao’s palm. Could this be his destiny?
The Kyushu Continent still doesn’t know what’s going on, it just died like this, so I’m not
reconciled.
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“It’s not good!”
Seeing Yue Feng’s primordial spirit, he was about to be penetrated by Gong Ao’s
golden spear. Suddenly, a loud cry came from outside the canyon, and then, a magic
soldier rushed in in a panic : “Commander Gong, it’s not good, it’s not good…”
Mad.
Suddenly interrupted, Gong Ao’s face was extremely gloomy, and he said angrily: “What
are you panicking about? You are not asked to stay outside the canyon, what are you
doing here? As a member of the Divine Realm, what happened to make you panic?
” The commander of the palace.” Facing Gong Ao’s anger, the god soldier was sweating
profusely, and under the tension, he could not speak properly: “There are a lot of demon
warriors outside, the leader of them is very terrifying, and we are about to block them.
Stop.”
What?
Hearing this, Gong Ao’s heart was shocked, and he only felt that his brain was buzzing.

Those demon warriors, didn’t they evacuate the area near Sealed Demon Mountain?
How come there are so many?
Moreover, this canyon is hidden, how could they find it here?
Bang bang bang…
Just when Gong Ao was secretly shocked, he heard a sound of vibration, and then, a
black figure, like black lightning, came quickly.
This is a very beautiful woman.
A black battle armor, tightly wrapped around the body, showing the graceful and
charming figure, the finely crafted facial features, can not find the slightest flaw, whether
it is the figure or the face, compared to the Nuwa Empress, there is nothing inferior.
It’s just that there is a terrifying power of the devil’s soul pervading the whole body.
Under the pervading power of the devil’s soul, the temperature of the entire canyon has
dropped sharply, which is terrifying.
This woman is Mo Yan, one of the twelve holy demon kings under the seat of Demon
Lord Gone.
At the time of the Battle of Sealing the Demon Mountain, Haotian God Lord greeted the
hundreds of thousands of defeated divine soldiers and generals and fled everywhere. At
that time, the Demon Lord Gone ordered Mo Yan to pursue these fleeing divine soldiers
and generals.
This day, Mo Yan followed the orders of the Demon Lord Gone, constantly searched the
area near Fengmo Mountain, and killed a lot of god soldiers. Just when he passed the
canyon just now, he saw the activities of the god soldiers from a distance. Without any
hesitation, Mo Yan immediately led thousands of demon warriors over.
Arriving in the canyon, Moyan made a decisive decision and ordered her subordinates
to attack the gods and soldiers in the canyon. At the same time, Moyan urged her figure
to explore the depths of the canyon.
Huh…
At this moment, feeling Mo Yan’s demeanor, Yue Feng was stunned, and his eyes
didn’t blink.
Beautiful, such a beautiful demon woman, this temperament is comparable to that of the
goddess Nuwa.

At the same time, Gong Ao was also stunned, staring at Mo Yan, unable to look away
for a while. At the same time, I was very emotional.
Unexpectedly, among the demons, there are also such superb.
But soon, Gong Ao reacted and said coldly to Mo Yan: “A mere demon general dares to
come here to make trouble, hurry up, or you will be at your own risk.”
Among the demon army, there are very strict ranks. Divided, the one at the top is
naturally the Demon Lord Gone, and then the twelve holy demon kings. Below the holy
demon kings are many demon generals, and below them are the demon warriors.
At this moment, in Gong Ao’s heart, although Mo Yan was extremely beautiful and her
strength was not weak, there were at most ten demon generals. You must know that the
main force of the demon clan is now near Yutian Palace, and it is impossible to send a
holy demon king over.
Gong Ao didn’t know that his guess was completely wrong.
“Not ashamed to speak.”
Hearing this, Mo Yan’s delicate face turned gloomy, her red lips parted slightly, and she
coldly spat out four words, looking at Gong Ao’s eyes with absolute contempt.
Swish.
Scorned by a demon woman, Gong Ao only felt that he had suffered a great humiliation.
He held the golden spear tightly and shouted, “How dare a demon general in the area
dare to be presumptuous in front of this commander? Die!
” It erupted, and the figure rose into the sky, like a golden lightning bolt, stabbing
straight at Mo Yan!
call!
This spear contained 100% of Gong Ao’s Primordial Spirit’s power, and it could be
clearly seen that the air around the golden spear seemed to be distorted, and the whole
cave was enveloped by a golden glow.
“Beyond one’s own strength.”
Watching Gong Ao burst out, Mo Yan’s delicate face showed indifference, no panic at
all, where he was floating, and he didn’t mean to dodge at all.
“You’re the guy named Gong Ao, the deity has been looking for you for a day, and I
finally met you today.”
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After saying this coldly, Mo Yan’s eyes were extremely cold, and the power of the devil’s
soul suddenly exploded, and then he rose up, holding a long sword that was as dark as
ink, and greeted Gong Ao!
In the blink of an eye, the two sides fought fiercely in the air.
Phew…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng couldn’t help taking a deep breath, his mind was
complicated and excited.
The complicated thing is that he was caught by Gong Ao, the situation is already very
dangerous, and now there is another strong woman from the Demon Race.
What’s exciting is that if this powerful woman from the Demon Race defeated Gong Ao,
she might have a chance to survive.
“Dangdangdang!”
In midair, Gong Ao and Moyan’s silhouettes kept staggering and shuttled to each other.
The black long sword and the golden spear kept colliding, and loud noises erupted.
At the beginning, Gong Ao was full of confidence, but gradually, he was sweating
profusely and was shocked.
No, this woman looks like a demon general, how can she be so strong?
“Give it up, you’re not my opponent.”
Just when Gong Ao was secretly surprised, he saw Mo Yan shouting, and then he
waved his jade hand and hit him as fast as lightning!
This palm was powerful, and it brought a strong wind, which blocked almost all of Gong
Ao’s escape routes. In this case, Gong Ao was in a panic and couldn’t escape at all.
mad.
At this moment, Gong Ao didn’t have time to think about it, and hurriedly activated all his
divine powers, greeted him with a palm, trying to block the opponent’s blow.
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clang!
In an instant, the palms of the two sides touched, and there was an earth-shattering
vibration. At this moment, the entire canyon seemed to be shaking, and I saw Gong Ao
groaned and stepped back several steps, his face instantly pale.
As one of the Twelve Holy Demon Kings, Mo Yan is second only to the Demon Lord
Gone in strength. Of course, Gong Ao is not his opponent for such an existence!
“Fortunately, you are still the commander of the Nine Heavens God, and you thought I
was a demon general.” At this time, Mo Yan was suspended in the air, her delicate face
was full of arrogance and contempt, and she said to Gong Ao: “Tell you, This seat is
one of the Twelve Holy Demon Kings, lest you die without knowing, whose hands you
died.”
What?
Hearing this, Gong Ao’s heart was shocked, and he looked at Mo Yan blankly,
completely stupid, his face was full of incredible!
This… this woman turned out to be one of the famous twelve holy devil kings.
No wonder the strength is so terrifying, Mad, it seems that he underestimated the
enemy.
At this time, Gong Ao felt very regretful in his heart. He knew that the woman in front of
him was one of the twelve holy demon kings of the Demon Race, so he didn’t take the
initiative just now.
“Now that you know my identity, you can die.”
Just when Gong Ao was shocked, he heard Moyan’s red lips lightly open, coldly spit out
a few words, and then slowly raised her jade hand. A terrifying power of the devil’s soul
condensed in front of him in an instant, and then in mid-air, a huge magic ball was
formed, and it suddenly smashed towards Gong Ao!
hiss!
Feeling the power of the magic ball, Gong Ao’s expression changed, and he couldn’t
help sighing.
The opponent broke out a killer move, I’m afraid it can’t be stopped.
Panicked, Gong Ao quickly exploded all his divine power and deployed a protective film
in front of him.

“boom!…”
It was at this moment that the magic ball erupted and slammed into the protective film.
A roar was heard, and the protective film shattered instantly. At the same time, Gong Ao
also made a wow sound, blood spurted out, and his body was like a broken kite.
Generally, it flies far away and ends up hitting a rock.
The disparity in strength between the two sides was too great, even if Gong Ao burst
out with all his strength, he couldn’t stop Mo Yan’s blow.
puff.
Falling on the rock, Gong Ao howled in pain, and the pain came, and he almost fainted.
At this time, Gong Ao was no longer in love, but he knew that simply fleeing would not
be able to escape Mo Yan’s pursuit, but when he saw Yue Feng at the entrance of the
cave, Gong Ao’s eyes lit up and he had an idea.
“Your Excellency Jiutian Xuansheng.”
At this moment, Gong Ao endured the pain and cupped his hands at Yue Feng: “This
subordinate is incompetent, and I can’t protect your comprehensiveness by my side. I
hope Your Excellency is not to blame.”
Gong Ao is very cunning, He knew that as long as Yue Feng’s identity was exposed, the
demon king’s attention would definitely be diverted from himself.
Nine Heavens Profound Sage?
Sure enough, hearing this, Mo Yan’s eyes instantly locked on Yue Feng.
Taking advantage of the opportunity, Gong Ao moved his figure and quickly flew out of
the canyon.
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Nima!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was furious.
This Gong Ao is really despicable. He even came to act as a shield, but I have to say
that he played very beautifully.
Seeing Gong Ao fleeing, Mo Yan was also stunned for a moment, and then her delicate
face showed a bit of contempt: “Fleeing from the battle, so timid as a mouse, to be

appreciated by the Nine Heavens God, and to take the position of commander, it’s
ridiculous. “
Shh!
After speaking, Mo Yan turned her head and her eyes locked on Yue Feng: “You are
the Nine
Heavens Profound Sage named by the ancestors of the Great Desolation? That human
named Yue Feng?” the situation of the gods.
“Beauty…” Facing the question, Yue
Feng panicked and smiled bitterly: “Don’t listen to Gong Ao’s nonsense, if I were Jiutian
Xuansheng, I would be acupointed and trapped here?”
Feng pondered for a while, and continued: “Actually, I entered the Divine Realm by
mistake through the teleportation array. If I was unlucky, Gong Ao saw me and arrested
me. My name is Feng Tao, not Yue Feng at all.”
When he said this, Yue Feng looked serious, but felt uneasy in his heart. At the same
time, he kept praying secretly.
This demon king, who has never seen herself before, must not see through her lies,
otherwise, it would be better to be killed by Gong Ao if it falls into her hands.
Not Yue Feng?
Hearing this, Mo Yan did not respond, but frowned slightly, looking at Yue Feng up and
down.
“Beauty!”
Mo Yan’s eyes made Yue Feng feel uncomfortable, he squeezed out a smile at that
time, and said carefully: “I’m really not the Nine Heavens Profound Sage, you were
deceived by that Gong Ao, he just wanted to divert his eyes, so he could take the
opportunity to escape. “
Speaking of which, I’m also a victim…”
Before he could finish speaking, Mo Yan’s pretty face froze, and she said tenderly,
“Shut up for me. Don’t call me a beauty.” As
she spoke, Mo Yan noticed it. What, with a cold glow in his eyes, he said coldly at Yue
Feng, “You have the power of Bird Ancestor, you are clearly the Nine Heavens
Xuansheng Yue Feng, yet you still lie to me?”

Mo Yan was very angry at this time, because She clearly perceives that there is a
strange power fluctuation in Yue Feng’s body, and this power fluctuation is exactly the
power of bird ancestors.
As one of the Twelve Holy Demon Kings, Mo Yan has dealt with the Four Great Innate
Spirit Beasts, and is no stranger to the power of Bird Ancestor. Among the news from
the God Realm, one of which is that Jiutian Xuansheng has Bird Ancestor. Power.
Under such circumstances, Mo Yan immediately realized that the poor man in front of
him was Jiutian Xuansheng Yue Feng.
Done!
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng was dumbfounded and wanted to cry without tears.
This demon king is too strong, she has already restrained the breath of the power of
bird ancestors, but she is still perceived by her.
“Okay!”
Depressed, Yue Feng smiled wryly, and said helplessly: “Beauty… oh no, your
Excellency is really smart, you can see it out, yes, I am Yue Feng, but I want to explain
Now, I have no intention of participating in the war between your Demon Race and the
Divine Realm, and I am seriously injured now because of Gong Ao’s plot.”
Since his identity was revealed, Yue Feng had no choice but to tell the situation. Also
take a stand.
However, Mo Yan no longer believed him at this time.
“Smooth tongue!”
Mo Yan’s delicate face was full of icy coldness, her red lips parted lightly, and she said
contemptuously, “You humans are more cunning than each other, full of lies, you better
shut up and don’t say a word, then you will be provoked. Get angry with me and kill your
primordial spirit directly.” After
speaking, Mo Yan’s delicate body flashed, and she rushed over and grabbed Yue Feng:
“Since you are the Nine Heavens Profound Sage, follow me to see the Demon
Venerable.” The
last one As the words fell, Moyan’s demonic soul erupted and headed out of the
canyon.
Nima, this is trouble.

Being taken by Moyan into the sky, Yue Feng was frightened and panicked, and wanted
to struggle. However, when Gong Ao tapped the acupuncture point before, he couldn’t
break free. For a while, Yue Feng was very desperate.
…
the other side.
Wei An led thousands of warriors of the Xuanwu tribe to protect Liya to a quiet valley.
I saw that the valley was surrounded by mountains on three sides, with a dense forest in
the middle, and on the edge of the forest, there was a large rock several meters high,
and under the rock was a shady open space.
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This place is good.
Seeing this environment, Wei An ordered the thousands of Xuanwu warriors: “Everyone
rest here for a while, be careful around, and don’t take it lightly.”
“Yes.” After
hearing the order, thousands of Xuanwu warriors dispersed immediately. Rest around
the valley.
Wei An took Liya to the open space under the big rock.
Pa…
When they got to the open space, Wei An quickly took action and helped Liya to open
the acupuncture point, her face full of concern: “Liya, are you seriously injured? Is there
anything wrong?”
“I’m fine!” Li Ya shook his head, with a delicate face that couldn’t hide his worry, he
slowly said, “I don’t know how Your Excellency Yue Feng is now, Wei An, you must find
a way.”
Although he was out of danger, but Liya’s heart was always on Yue Feng’s side.
mad.
Hearing this, Wei An’s face did not fluctuate at all, but anger rose in his heart.
I don’t know what’s good about Yue Feng. It’s this time, and Liya is still worried about
his safety.

Thinking to himself, Wei An made a look of embarrassment: “Lia, don’t worry, I have
been trying to figure out a way on the way just now. Gong Ao’s strength is no trivial
matter. It’s very difficult to rescue Your Excellency Yue Feng without casualties.”
This….
Lia was in a hurry: “What should I do? If it doesn’t work, let’s go to the new territory to
find my father.” The
current situation , I can only go to the White Tiger King.
“no!”
As soon as he finished speaking , Wei An quickly vetoed: “Lia, this is absolutely
impossible. What if we have not reached the new territory and encounter the demons?”
Wei An wished Yue Feng died sooner, how could he seriously think of a solution?
Woolen cloth?
“Then what do you say?” Leah lost her mind instantly.
Wei An pretended to think for a while, then took out a medicine from his body, and said
seriously: “Lia, I think we have to do this on our own. This medicine is the holy medicine
of our Xuanwu clan.” Xuanwu Huiyuan Dan’, after you take it and your strength is
completely restored, let’s go to rescue Your Excellency Yue Feng.”
“I believe that as long as the two of us work together in a tacit understanding, we will
succeed!”
After saying this, Wei An will The elixir was handed to Lia, with a smile on her face, but
her eyes flashed cunningly.
Xuanwu back to Yuandan?
At this moment, looking at the medicinal pill in her hand, Liya’s delicate body trembled,
and she was inexplicably excited.
You must know that each of the four innate spiritual beast tribes has a unique healing
medicine, and the Xuanwu tribe’s is the ‘Xuanwu Huiyuan Dan’.
Soon, Leah recovered, picked up the medicine pill, and sniffed it lightly.
It is really Xuanwu Huiyuan Dan.
Liya could clearly smell that the medicinal pill was filled with a unique aroma, which was
the unique taste of Xuanwu Huiyuan Dan. You must know that Liya, as the daughter of

the White Tiger King, was well-informed and took Xuanwu Huiyuan when she was a
child. Yuan Dan, naturally remembered.
“Wei An.”
At this moment, Liya was very excited, looked at Wei An and said, “Thank you.”
“Are you polite to me?” Wei An smiled and said, “You take it quickly, I’ll help you protect
the law by the side, wait. If you restore your strength, we will kill you back.”
When he said this, Wei An had a sincere expression on his face, but his heart was
extremely excited.
That’s right, everything Wei An did just now was faked, in order to gain Lia’s trust.
As for the pill that was taken out, it was indeed the ‘Xuanwu Huiyuan Pill’, but this
‘Xuanwu Huiyuan Pill’ had been soaked in the ‘Huanhe Water’.
Huanhe Shui is a unique magic medicine of the demon race. No matter how strong and
tough a woman is, as long as she takes Huanhe Shui, she will completely lose herself.
That’s right, when he chose this place to rest just now, Wei An planned to get Lia here.
Um!
At this time, Liya didn’t expect Wei An to plot against her at all, she nodded at that time,
and immediately put the medicinal pill in her mouth and swallowed it.
Haha….
At this moment, seeing Liya taking the medicine pill, Wei An couldn’t hide his
excitement and excitement, and showed a smug smile.
Liya took the pill, and she will become her own woman later, can you be unhappy?
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“Wei An!” Liya frowned lightly: “Why are you so happy?”
“Haha!”
Hearing the question, Wei An no longer concealed it, and said with a sinister smile:
“Liya, you I’m usually so cautious, but there are times when I’m negligent. Let me tell
you, the ‘Xuanwu Huiyuan Dan’ you took just now was soaked in the ‘Huanhe Water’!”

“You may not know that once the Xuanwu Huiyuan Dan is contaminated with Huanhe
Water. When combined with water, the efficacy of the medicine will be weakened.”
What? Huanhe Water?
Hearing this, Liya’s pretty face changed, and she subconsciously wanted to urge
energy, but she couldn’t exert any strength, her delicate body softened, and she
slumped directly on the grass.
At this time, Liya clearly felt that after taking the medicinal pill, not only did her strength
not recover, but a strange heat came from her body.
Not only that, but the brain also started to feel dizzy.
This is exactly the sign of being in the euphoria.
Although Lia had never drank Huanhe water before, she also knew what her state
would be like after taking Huanhe water.
“Wei An, you…”
At this moment, Liya was extremely frightened, realizing that she had been deceived,
and shouted at Wei Anjiao, “Why did you do this?”
“Why?”
Wei An smiled and stared at Wei Anjiao. He looked at Leah closely, flashing madly: “I
like you so much, I can do everything for you, but what about you? I think about that
Yue Feng wholeheartedly.”
“I tell you, I didn’t think about saving today at all. She, Leah, I didn’t want to do this, but
who told you to treat me like that before?”
“You…”
Hearing this, Li Ya was so angry that she wanted to open her mouth to refute, but just
after saying a word, the dry feeling on her body suddenly became stronger.
Liya bit the tip of her tongue, trying to wake herself up, and then glared at Wei An: “Wei
An, if you do this, my father will not let you go!”
When she said this, Liya was very regretful.
Wei An is a narrow-minded person. Before, because of Yue Feng’s affairs, he was
entangled with himself, and then he hated Yue Feng.

I was too stupid to believe him just now.
Haha…
Hearing Liya’s scolding, Wei An did not panic at all, but sitting next to Liya, he said with
a smile: “Afraid? Today I got you, cooked rice with raw rice, even if your father is angry,
look In the face of my father, it won’t do anything to me.”
“On the contrary, the marriage between the Xuanwu clan and the white fox clan is a
good thing, and more importantly, I can share joy with the woman I love, even if your
father kills me It’s worth it!”
Finally, Wei An looked up and down Liya, unable to control himself any longer, reached
out to grab Liya’s wrist.
Liya hurriedly ducked, her delicate face was full of resistance and coldness: “Go away!”
However, her internal strength was depleted too much, and she was already weak.
Even if he escaped, he was so weak and weak.
“Lia, don’t hide, you can’t escape from my palm today, don’t worry, after today, I will
protect you well in the future and love you.”
Lia’s resistance did not let Wei An Convergence, but stimulated his interest.
After saying this, he grabbed Leah again!
This time, Wei An was much faster, Liya didn’t dodge, her wrist was tightly grasped.
Immediately, Wei An walked up slowly, sniffed gently in front of her, and said with
intoxication: “Lia, I liked the smell on your body since I was a child, but when I grew up,
you didn’t let me get close. Thinking of the years that have passed, the smell on your
body has become more and more fragrant!”
“Shameless, get out of my way, get out of my way!”
Hearing these words, Lia was so disgusted that she couldn’t help but struggle. , while
shouting: “let me go!” However, with no strength, how can you break free?
“Hehe!”
However, the more Liya scolded, the more excited Wei An became. He raised his hand
and deployed a protective film around it to cut off the sound, and then said with a smile:
“Liya, shout, there are all my subordinates around, no one will come. Save you, let me
go!” The

last sentence fell, Wei An suddenly rushed up, and was about to tear Liya’s clothes.
Chapter 4110
Call!
At this moment, Lia was unable to express the shame and despair, and she felt very
regretful in her heart.
I was so stupid, how could I believe Wei An, a shameless guy.
If he was defiled by him, how would he face his clansmen and Yue Feng in the future?
By the way, is Yue Feng in danger now?
hum!
Seeing that Liya’s clothes were about to be torn apart by Wei An, at this critical moment,
a powerful wave of power suddenly came from the horizon not far away.
Madd… who’s bad for Lao Tzu’s good things?
Hearing the movement, Wei An was very annoyed, and cursed inwardly, and then
looked back subconsciously, for a moment, his heart was shocked, and he was
stunned.
I saw a slender figure coming quickly, wearing a colorful long dress, so beautiful, but the
whole body was filled with an aura that could not be desecrated.
It is the colorful phoenix.
Half an hour ago, under the leadership of the White Tiger King, all the demon tribes
were successfully transferred to a new territory. Only when the team was counted did it
find that Wei An and thousands of Xuanwu warriors were not there. At that time, the
White Tiger King and the Xuanwu King They were all in a hurry, so they asked Qi Cai
Lingfeng to come back to investigate.
You must know that the colorful spirit phoenix belongs to the Vermilion Bird clan, and it
flies fast. Even if it encounters the demon clan, it can escape in time.
Just now, Qi Cai Lingfeng passed by here, and saw a lot of warriors of the Xuanwu clan,
so he hurried down to take a look.
Whoosh!
Just when Wei An was stunned, the figure of the colorful phoenix came down lightly and
quickly landed.

“Wei An!”
Seeing the scene in front of her, Qi Cai Lingfeng’s delicate face was filled with doubts:
“Why are you here? Also, what happened to Miss Liya?” When
Qi Cai Lingfeng saw that, Liya’s pretty face flushed and her eyes flashed. The strange
light has lost its sanity.
“She…she…”
Facing the question, Wei An was flustered and stammered: “She seems to have been
poisoned?”
Speaking of which, if other people came, Wei An was not afraid at all, but Qi Cai
Lingfeng was not. In the same way, she has always been the elder of the Suzaku clan.
She used to be the right-hand man next to Queen Suzaku, and her strength is not trivial.
Even the White Tiger King and the Xuanwu King have to be courteous to three points.
Therefore, Wei An has always been afraid of the colorful Lingfeng.
Wei An has thought about it, he must not say anything about giving Lia ‘Huanhe Water’.
Hearing the answer, Qi Cai Lingfeng frowned.
The next second, Qicai Lingfeng carefully observed Liya, and asked very puzzled: “Isn’t
she taking care of Yue Feng in the cave? Why did she suddenly get poisoned?” After
speaking, Qicai Lingfeng thought of something and asked Wei An. Said: “And you, why
didn’t you follow everyone to the new territory? You brought thousands of Xuanwu
warriors, what are you doing here?”
Hu…
Wei An took a deep breath, his face was extremely complicated, and at the same time
his mind turned quickly, he responded: “It’s like this. When I was transferred, I got news
that there was a small group of demon warriors nearby. The situation was critical at the
time. I didn’t have time to tell my father, so I took someone to investigate.
” The shadow of the demon warrior was about to leave, but after passing through the
cave where Yue Feng was recuperating, he heard Liya’s cry.”
“Then I went in curiously to have a look.”
When he said this, Wei An deliberately paused.
“What did you see?” Qi Cai Lingfeng asked quickly.

boom!
Wei An clenched his fists and slammed his fist on the rock next to him, his face full of
anger: “That Yue Feng is really a bastard, Liya is so kind to him and takes care of him in
every possible way, not only is he not grateful, but he gives Liya back to him. Ya took
medicine and wanted to sully Liya.”
Speaking of which, Wei An pointed to Liya and said, “You should know that I have liked
Liya since I was a child. When I saw that scene, I was very angry and taught Yue a
lesson. The wind paused, and then brought Liya here. But my ability is limited, so I can’t
make Liya wake up.”
“Qicai Lingfeng, you are the elder of the Vermillion Bird Clan, with extraordinary
strength, please help Liya. Let’s go.” The
last sentence fell, Wei An begging.
I have to say, Wei An’s acting is very similar, too similar.
What?
Hearing this, Qi Cai Lingfeng’s delicate body trembled, and she was so angry: “What did
you say? Yue Feng wants to sully Liya?”

